Abstract-In this paper, we propose a novel feature based on local oriented shape context (LOSC) descriptor for nighttime pedestrian detection. Shape context descriptor is widely used in object recognition but not making a good performance in complex situations because it does not consider the edge's orientation. To address this limitation, our method adds orientation information to the shape context descriptor. We first compute the image gradient in nine directions and then extract shape context descriptor in each direction. Finally we put the feature vector to linear SVM for training. We tested this descriptor's performance on our nighttime pedestrian samples captured by normal night-vision camera. The experiment results show that our method achieved high detection rate and had fewer dimensions than the HOG descriptor.
INTRODUCTION
Traffic accidents happen very frequently every year, and about 30 percent of them are related to pedestrian collision. This is especially true in the evenings when drivers' concentration drops and ignores the obstacles ahead at the night/dark environment. In Europe and America, many universities and research institutes have been doing relevant research. Some car manufactures have also been developing ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistant System) over the last ten years [1] and some night-time pedestrian detection devices have been installed on the car such as BMW 7 series.
Most prior pedestrian detection studies were based on the daytime environment [2, 3] . The main algorithm is about finding a feature of pedestrian that has better performance and is robustness. Compared with the daytime, nighttime pedestrian detection is more difficult as a result of low contrast, image blur, and image noise.
Most night-vision-based pedestrian detection uses NIR (Near-Infrared) camera or FIR (Far-Infrared) camera [4, 5, 6] , while others are based on the thermal image. In general, the process of nighttime pedestrian detection includes two stages: ROI (Region-Of-Interest) segmentation and candidate verification. The purpose of segmentation is to reduce the scanned area for next the stage. In candidate verification stage, the approaches of detection can be divided into appearance feature extraction and template matching. Nanda and Davis [7] introduced a simple yet effective idea of probabilistic templates for pedestrian detection. Just like daytime pedestrian detection, HOG (Histograms of Oriented Gradients) feature [8, 9] is also used for nighttime pedestrian detection very often. Cao [10] propose a modified LBP (Local Binary Pattern) feature extraction method for pedestrian detection in night/dark environment. Lin and Chan [11] combined two significant features, HOG and contour, and used SVM to build up a reliable classification system. Sun [12] uses Haar-like features to discriminate infrared pedestrians. Cerri [13] proposed ad-hoc features for both daytime and nighttime pedestrian detection.
These methods are very complex and have a large number of dimensions of feature vector. In this paper, we propose a new descriptor for nighttime pedestrian detection inspired by the shape context and the HOG descriptor. In contrast to prior methods, our detector uses a simpler architecture with a single detection window.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the whole system structure; In section 3, we present our algorithm of nighttime pedestrian detection using local oriented shape context in detail; Section 4 displays the results of our experiments and analysis of the effects of different methods; In the last section, we summarize the conclusions and discuss further research directions.
II. OVERVIEW
In this section, we introduce the whole system structure. In most nighttime pedestrian detecting systems, the process is divided into four main parts as shown in Fig.1 Offline training uses linear SVM classifier to train our proposed feature. The nighttime pedestrian samples were collected by normal night-vision camera. The camera has two built-in star power near-infrared lamps.
At the ROI Selection Stage, we used a simple adaptive dual-threshold segmentation algorithm proposed by Ge [14] for our original images.
III. FEATURE EXTRACTION

A. LOSC Descriptor Extraction
The object's appearance and shape can be well characterized by shape context [15] descriptor but it doesn't have orientation information of edge energy because the basic shape context descriptor does not include gradient orientation information. Inspired by HOG feature [8] , we propose a new descriptor based on the basic shape context that we find a way to add gradient orientation information to it. And we call this descriptor as local oriented shape context. The feature is extracted in four steps: 1.Gradient computation; 2.Voting for nine orientation bins; 3. Shape context extraction; 4. Contrast normalization.
1) Compute gradients
The way of gradient computation is sensitive to the detector performance. We tested different kinds of mask and found that the simplest mask [-1, 0, 1] turned out to be the best mask for gradient computation in our feature. The gradient is computed as:
(1)
Where E is for edge energy and θ is for edge direction.
We compute and by scanning all pixels in image by mask (3)
Where S x is horizontal mask and S y is vertical mask.
2) Vote for nine orientation bins
The next step is essential of the whole descriptor extraction. We first sliding compute an orientation histogram of 8×8 pixel block with a 4 pixel stride (hence 4 pixel fold coverage of each block) in 64×128 pixel image. There are nine orientation bins from 0° to 180° in each histogram. In every block, each pixel calculated a weighted vote for an edge orientation histogram channel, and the votes were summed together into its orientation bin. Here we have nine 15×31 image as showing in Fig.2 . The pixel value of each image is the accumulated votes of the orientation bin. We used the orientation range from 0° to 180° (ignore 'sign') instead of orientation range from 0° to 360° because signed gradients decrease the performance. Increasing the number of orientation bins improve the performance up to 9 bins. The value of pixels in each block voted to its bin is the edge energy at this point. And each pixel votes two bins by linear interpolation between the neighboring bin centers in both orientation and position.
We test the different size of scanning block with different stride of block (see Fig. 7(c) ). The results show that 8×8 pixel block with a 4 pixel stride is the best one to choose.
3) Extract shape context
As shown in Fig.3 , for each 8×8 block in nine 15×31 orientation bins we extracted a shape context descriptor. In this descriptor the distribution of locally normalized gradient orientations was captured in a log-polar histogram. The logpolar bin was tolerant to small changes in the rotation of the body parts. We used 2 bins for location and 4 bins for gradient orientation, which generates a 2×4 =8 dimensions descriptor for each block. We ignored the sign of the gradient as we found this can improve generalization. Here we used trilinear interpolation while voting to eight bins. As shown in Fig.4 (a) every pixel in block first was assigned to four orientations by bilinear interpolation like HOG [8, 16] , then the votes for each orientation interpolated linearly (by the distance to the center) to the two bins (see Fig.4 (b) ). First we know the distribution of point 'o' on four orientations (o1,o2,o3,o4), then point 'o' voting for bin 'B1' and 'B2' is and , where R is the radius of bigger location bins and r is the distance of point 'o' to the block center. We tested the different stride of block, experiment results show that 4 pixel improve the performance significantly. As a result, we got a 21×8 =168 dimensions vector for each orientation bin, and total 168×9 =1512 dimensions descriptor for a 64×128 image.
4) Normalization
Normalization was used to reduce the illumination variability. After extracting a shape context descriptor, we evaluated three different block normalization schemes for our LOSC descriptor. The L1-norm and L2-norm schemes are showed as follows:
(5) (6) Where p is the unnormalized descriptor vector, is k-norm for k = 1, 2, and ξ is a small constant. The L2-Hys method is based on L2-norm followed by clipping and renormalization. The experiment result (see Fig.7(b) ) shows that using L2-norm method resulted in a better performance than the others.
B. Candidate Verification
After extracting LOSC descriptor, we do the dot product between the feature vector and the weight vector trained by SVM. The corresponding result is determined as (7) Where I is the dot product result and T is the threshold value. If there are many result windows detected in an image, we used mean shift [17] method to merge all these windows. Fig.5 shows the final detection result in our system. After merging the neighboring windows, the total number of detection windows decreased a lot.
IV. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we introduce our dataset at first, and then list our experiment process, present the experiment results and analyze the result data.
A. Dataset
Because there is no pubic dataset for nighttime pedestrian image, we tested our descriptor using our collecting image. These images were captured from a night-vision camera in different scenes at night time, in total 19 scenarios. At the training stage, we used 1,248 64×128 positive image samples and 16,313 64×128 negative image samples. And we used the rest 3,072 samples and 2×10 6 negative samples for testing. Fig.6 shows some pedestrian samples for training and testing. 
B. Result
To control for confounding factors, all of our experiments used the same training samples and testing samples. At training stage, we used a soft (c=0.01) linear SVM trained with LIBLINEAR SVM [18] . When computing gradients, we tested four different mask for our descriptor and find that mask [-1,0,1] turn out to be the better one than the others. This mask reserves more details than other masks. At the descriptor extraction stage, we did lots of experiments by changing some parameters including bock size, step size, normalization methods, and smooth methods. As shown in Fig.7 (a), we tested three gradient normalization methods when voting for nine orientation bins. Using average gradient (sum of voting of each bin divide the total number which is the sum of pixels voted for this bin) decreases the performance about 28% at 10 -4 FPPW, while every pixel just votes only one bin (no smooth) but decreases the performance about 19% at 10 -4 FPPW. At the descriptor normalization stage, we compared three different normalization methods that have been described in section 3. Fig.7 (b) shows that using L2-norm is 10% and 26% better than L2-Hys and L1-norm separately at 10 -4 FPPW. And the L2-Hys normalization method is greatly influenced by the clipping variable parameter. Fig. 7 (c) shows the result of using different block size when sliding computing an orientation histogram in 64×128 pixel image. Using an 8×8 pixel block with a 4 pixel stride is 18% better than using a 10×10 pixel block with a 5 pixel stride. It has a near similar performance with using a 6×6 pixel block with a 3 pixel stride but creates less-dimension vector than it.
V. CONCLUSION
As the experiment results showed, the local oriented shape context descriptor (LOSC) we proposed has a good performance at nighttime pedestrian detection. And the number of dimension of feature vector is smaller than HOG and other complex features. We studied the influence of various descriptor parameters to find strong gradient normalization, local contrast normalization and better block size for good performance. We used a simple adaptive dualthreshold method for ROI selection and mean shift method for merging detection windows. The results show that the system achieved a high rate of pedestrian detection at nighttime.
Our descriptor just a simple descriptor and the system algorithm have not done very well at the daytime environment. So we will try to use multi-features base on combining our proposed LOSC descriptor for a better performance at both daytime and nighttime in further work. And we try to use adaboost and other multi-classifiers for speeding up the detection rate while keeping a high detection rate. The situations that some pedestrians may be occluded by other pedestrians or objects are the research difficulties. How to solve this problem is also one of our research emphases in future.
